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The objective of the Emergency Tracking Tool (ETT) is to collect information on large and sudden population movements as well as

security and climactic emergencies. Information is collected through phone interviews with key informants and direct observation

(three minimum). This dashboard presents information on population displacements that occurred on 20 January 2023, in

the neighborhoods of Metivier, Pernier 24, Fatima, Petit Moulin de Pernier and Frères, located in the municipality of

Pétion-Ville (West district), following armed attacks.
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This map is for illustration purposes only. The depiction and use of boundaries, geographic names and related data shown on maps and included in this report are

not warranted to be error free nor do they imply judgment on the legal status of any territory, or any endorsement or acceptance of such boundaries by IOM.
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When quoting, paraphrasing, or in any other way using the information mentioned in this report, the

source needs to be stated appropriately as follows: “Source: The International Organization for

Migration, ETT 4, January 2023, Haiti Displacement Tracking Matrix (DTM)”

Area of origin of displaced population

Context

An attack by armed persons took place on 20 January

2023 in the municipality of Piétion-Ville (West district),

mainly in the Metivier neighborhood. This event caused

the displacement of approximately 261 households

(1,088 individuals). These people left five neighborhoods

(see graph and map) to seek refuge with families of their

relatives living mainly in other neighborhoods of the

same municipality of Pétion-Ville: Girardeau, Nerette,

Jalousie, Puits Blain, Vivy Mtchel, Bois Moquette and

Malik. Some people fled to areas located in other

districts (Jérémie in the district of Grande Anse and

Mirebalais in the Center district).

IOM teams are collecting more information on displaced

persons in their host locations and will share related

reports when available.
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